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The missing bit: usage

While the usage of F-ticks is not heavily active in the provided graphs, the list of participating federations shows that AAI-EDUHR from Croatia, MAREK from Macedonia, and IDEM from Italy, Czech Republic, SAFIRE from South Africa, SWAMID from Sweden, and YETKIM from Turkey are currently involved. For more details, visit [https://f-ticks.edugain.org](https://f-ticks.edugain.org).
eduGAIN Service

eduGAIN Technical Site

• Code cleanup and major rewrite
• Federation links check
• CoCoV2 support (and Sirtfi V2 soon)

eduGAIN Support

• Quiet period, no big issues
• The team will start providing support for assurance usage in eduGAIN on selected use cases in collaboration with REFEDS RAF WG

eduGAIN Security

• Moving out from eduGAIN Wiki: created a readthedocs/sphinx repository to host documents produced by the eduGAIN Security Team.
eduGAIN Reporting production deployment

Federated authentication

eduTEAMs authorization

F-Ticks integration

E-mail notifications
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